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IntrodIntrodIntrodIntroductionuctionuctionuction    
You shouldn’t have to be an ace detective to find what you’re looking for on the Internet. But many 
websites are forcing users to be just that, by not optimizing their site content for search engine 
ranking.  

Is your site doing this to your visitors? 

Consider these statistics: 77 percent77 percent77 percent77 percent of online consumers in the US use a search function to aid their 
online experience. 1 97 percent97 percent97 percent97 percent of Fortune 100 companies are difficult to find using search engines due 
to technology barriers2. The amount of information available via the public-accessible web consists of 
2.5 billion2.5 billion2.5 billion2.5 billion documents and is growing at the rate of 7.3 million pages per day7.3 million pages per day7.3 million pages per day7.3 million pages per day.3 That’s a lot to sort 
through. According to Jupiter Media Metrix, 47 percent47 percent47 percent47 percent of surfers found websites through Internet 
search engines.4 

How Consumers Search for Products OnlineHow Consumers Search for Products OnlineHow Consumers Search for Products OnlineHow Consumers Search for Products Online5 

MethodMethodMethodMethod Percentage of ConsumersPercentage of ConsumersPercentage of ConsumersPercentage of Consumers 

Type product name in search engine  28% 

Go straight to store URL 23%  

Type brand name in search engine  9%  

Type store name in search engine  5%  

Go to shopping channel of search 
engine  

5%  

 

Search engine ranking is crucial to the success of any website, yet search engines struggle in the mass of 
documents that range immensely in terms of quality, timeliness, 
and relevance. Enterprise search and search engine ranking are 
intertwined: by optimizing your site for enterprise searchability, 
you’ll make your sites more visible to search engines. Imagine a 
user typing in “auto insurance” into a search engine. They’ll 
probably only visit the ones provided in the first page of the 
search results. If your site isn’t in that first page, you could lose 
their business.  

Content is key to successful searchability. But in most cases, 
organizations have not successfully applied meaningful search 
engine elements and are using unfriendly content. They now find 
themselves in a position where they do not have accurate searchability on their Web properties.  

What are the key elements of effective searchability? 

 Page Content 

 Page Titles 

                                                 
1 “Not All Site Features Turn Online Shoppers Into Buyers”, PricewaterhouseCoopers, March 2001 
2 “Search Engine Stall”, eMarketer Inc., September 28, 2001. 
3 University of California at Berkeley study funded by EMC , eMarketer Inc., 2001. 
4 “Search Engine Marketing: Can You Afford Not To?”, marketingprofs.com, 2001. 
5 “Search Engine Marketing: Can You Afford Not To?”, marketingprofs.com, 2001. 

“Search is the secondSearch is the secondSearch is the secondSearch is the second----
largest activity on the largest activity on the largest activity on the largest activity on the 
Web, behind email.”Web, behind email.”Web, behind email.”Web, behind email.”    

-- Rob Wrubel, former CEO of
AskJeeves, quoted in “Still
Looking”, by John F. Ince,
upside.com, July 9, 2001.
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 Metadata 

 Link popularity 

 Search engine friendly content 

 Ensure you submit and monitor your pages.  

According to a study by iProspect, even though approximately 50 percent of companies use keyword 
metatags, which help search engines classify websites, these sites aren’t likely to be discovered through 
keyword-based searches using major search engines.  

In Setting the Scene for Website Management, the first paper in the Bad Things Shouldn’t Happen to Bad Things Shouldn’t Happen to Bad Things Shouldn’t Happen to Bad Things Shouldn’t Happen to 
Good Websites™Good Websites™Good Websites™Good Websites™ series, we introduced the concept of the ‘Web Experience Gap’, the difference 
between what users expect from websites and what websites actually deliver. In this white paper, we’ll 
explore how poor web searchability contributes to the Web Experience Gap. We’ll examine the 
business challenges of poor searchability and show you how the application of proper search elements 
can dramatically improve search engine ranking. 

Series OverviewSeries OverviewSeries OverviewSeries Overview    
You've worked hard to create the best possible web experience. So bad things shouldn't be happening 
to your website … but they are. Right now your website probably has problems that limit the success 
of a visitor's experience. Because of this, Watchfire has brought together an unparalleled team of 
industry and technology partners to develop a comprehensive resource for web stakeholders —the 
Watchfire Bad Things Shouldn't Happen to Good Websites™Bad Things Shouldn't Happen to Good Websites™Bad Things Shouldn't Happen to Good Websites™Bad Things Shouldn't Happen to Good Websites™ White Paper Series.  

Whatever your role (eBusiness Manager, CIO, Web Master, Producer, Developer, QA 
Manager/Director of IT, Director of Visitor Experience), this indispensable series covers the business 
issues, industry statistics, and technical solutions relevant to you.  

This series looks at website problems, how they affect business, and how to help fix them. It will 
explore how a variety of complementary services and solutions from Watchfire technology and service 
partners fit together with Website Management to help bridge the Web Experience Gap. 
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How Poor SearchabilHow Poor SearchabilHow Poor SearchabilHow Poor Searchability Affects Your Businessity Affects Your Businessity Affects Your Businessity Affects Your Business    
The Web provides an arena where all companies can communicate with their customers across a 
global network at any time. Online content can originate from many sources: press releases, print 
catalogs, data fact sheets, or internal databases. While a lot of this content will be ‘re-purposed’ in new 
ways for the Web, many organizations often have large backlogs of legacy documents. Return on 
Investment (ROI) is defined by an organization’s ability to maximize their collective accumulated 
database of knowledge and legacy work. 

The rush to get information online often prevents any consideration to making the information 
searchable once it’s published. Web teams under pressure to publish legacy documents may not give 
much thought to this during the initial publishing process. Afterwards, the onerous task of making the 
content searchable becomes insurmountable.  

Business intelligence information falls into many categories: organizational; financial; products; pricing; 
alliances; customers; technology; customers; regulations; market; customer surveys; marketing toolkits; 
suppliers. When organizations begin to consider the sheer volume of information they use to run their 
businesses, the argument for making this information searchable, and therefore findable, becomes clear. 
With the competition a click away, searchability is vital for ecommerce sites and can be a significant 
source of competitive advantage. 

There are many challenges to improving search engine ranking, including: 

 CCCCOST OST OST OST -------- Repairing the searchability on a 20,000 page website will typically cost over 
$500,000, depending on what technology and processes are already in place.... 6     

 WWWWASTED TIME ON THE PAASTED TIME ON THE PAASTED TIME ON THE PAASTED TIME ON THE PART OF USERSRT OF USERSRT OF USERSRT OF USERS    -------- How do users feel about the avalanche of data at 
their fingertips? Stressed out. Consider these statistics from Roper Starch Worldwide7, a 
global research firm: 36 percent of Internet users report that they spend more than two two two two 
hourshourshourshours a week searching the Web for accurate information. 71 percent71 percent71 percent71 percent get frustrated 
searching the Internet for accurate information. On average, it takes about 12 minutes12 minutes12 minutes12 minutes 
before a user gets frustrated when searching the Internet.    

 LLLLEGACY DOCUMENTSEGACY DOCUMENTSEGACY DOCUMENTSEGACY DOCUMENTS -------- Many organizations have a wealth of information housed in legacy 
documents of all different file types (MS Office, PDFs, etc.) The resources, time, and planning 
to make these documents searchable can seem insurmountable.    

 LLLLOST SALES OST SALES OST SALES OST SALES -------- According to the NPD Group, 55 percent of purchases made by Internet users 
in the US originated from websites found through search engines.8 

 PPPPEOPLE DONEOPLE DONEOPLE DONEOPLE DON’’’’T COME BACKT COME BACKT COME BACKT COME BACK – 60 percent of consumers who shop for travel deals online 
report that if they can't find what they are looking for, they'll just leave for a competitor.9  

 IT’S DIFFICULT TO MANAGE LARGE, COMPLEX WEBSITESIT’S DIFFICULT TO MANAGE LARGE, COMPLEX WEBSITESIT’S DIFFICULT TO MANAGE LARGE, COMPLEX WEBSITESIT’S DIFFICULT TO MANAGE LARGE, COMPLEX WEBSITES – Managing consistency across 
multiple teams in terms of applying meaningful search elements can be difficult, if not 
impossible, without an automated solution to monitor the situation. 

                                                 
6 “Must Search Stink?”, Forrester Research, June 2000. 
7 “Web Rage Phenomenon”, Internet Survey by Roper Starch Worldwide, December 2000. 
8 “Search Engines and Banner Ads”, eMarketer Inc., 2000. 
9 “The Best of Retail Site Design”, Forrester Research, October 2000. 
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“Search engines create more awareness about websites than all advertising combined, including 
banners, newspapers, TV, and radio.”10 Optimizing your site for search engines presents three main 
hurdles: getting found (search engine spidering); getting ranked; and getting clicked (search results 
presentation). The challenge to organizations is to ensure that their site is consistently ranked highly 
with the major external search engines. Site ranking involves getting your website properly spidered by 
a search engine, properly placed in its index, and appearing among the top results delivered to the end 
user by the search engine. Internet search engines have individual algorithms or ‘recipes’ for 
determining a site’s rank. Each uses a variety of elements including: page title, metadata, body text, link 
popularity, ALT text, and URL name, and assigns various weights to each element. To optimize site 
ranking, you must maximize your use of these search elements on your site content. 

“Search result presentation” describes the manner in which your website is delivered to a user’s 
search query. When a user searches for a topic, they receive listings giving them information to help 
them decide if the listed site is relevant to their needs. This listing is critical, as it is often the one 
chance you have to entice a user to click on the result to visit the Web page. Even organizations that 
have succeeded in making their website “search engine friendly”, and have received a high ranking will 
fail if their site is not properly presented to the user. For example, if the search results do not have 
compelling titles and/or descriptions about what the site has to offer, the search engine does its best to 
guess the description from the main text. It’s all about control: do you want it, or will you relinquish it 
to the search engines?  

 

                                                 
10 IMT Strategies, a division of the Meta Group, February 2000. 
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How to Improve Search EnHow to Improve Search EnHow to Improve Search EnHow to Improve Search Engine Rankinggine Rankinggine Rankinggine Ranking    
Improving search engine optimizationImproving search engine optimizationImproving search engine optimizationImproving search engine optimization    
There are three major steps you should take to help optimize your site for search engine ranking: 

1.1.1.1.    Brainstorm keywords.Brainstorm keywords.Brainstorm keywords.Brainstorm keywords. Determine how your company wants to be interpreted in the public 
eye. Gather together company stakeholders, customers, and partners. Check out what your 
competitors and complementary technology companies are using for their keywords. 
Examine your web logs, traffic analysis data, and search engine logs to see where your visitors 
are coming from, and what search keywords they used to find you.    

2.2.2.2.    Ensure your content uses these keywords.Ensure your content uses these keywords.Ensure your content uses these keywords.Ensure your content uses these keywords. Make sure your web content contains keywords 
in page titles, metatags, body text, ALT text, and URL name.    

3.3.3.3.    Submit your site to the most popular search engines and dSubmit your site to the most popular search engines and dSubmit your site to the most popular search engines and dSubmit your site to the most popular search engines and directories.irectories.irectories.irectories. You’re not going to 
satisfy every search engine’s criteria, so pick the top engines and directories to submit to, 
such as Google, Alta Vista, MSN, and Yahoo!.    

Most search engines use the following elements when they attempt to decipher page content. It is 
important to ensure that you use repeated, consistent page keywords: 

1. Page TitlePage TitlePage TitlePage Title –The page TitleTitleTitleTitle is the most important aspect of site ranking, and should be unique 
for every page. Search engines give words in your Title the highest relevancy. Choosing the 
right title is critical to search engine ranking. 
Robots consider the title of a page to be the most 
telling description of the content of a page.  

2. MetatagsMetatagsMetatagsMetatags –The text found in the DescriptionDescriptionDescriptionDescription tag 
will be displayed to the user in the search results 
for many engines. Therefore, a good description is 
critical so a page not only ranks well, but so people 
will actually click on your link once they see it.    The 
“Description”    tag is especially important because 
for some engines, such as Excite and Google, it's 
the only metatag supported. A Description tag can 
boost your rankings on some engines, and some 
engines use it as a site's summary on the results' 
pages to make sure its contents are enticing to the reader. Otherwise, a search engine has to 
extrapolate, or guess what the description of the page should be, which means you are 
relinquishing important control of how your company is presented to end users. 

KeywordsKeywordsKeywordsKeywords are used when ranking a page. They will help search engines when reinforcing what 
the page is about and when they attempt to determine a theme. A “Keyword    tag” summarizes 
all the keywords under which you would like to be listed by the search engines.  

3. Body TextBody TextBody TextBody Text – Most engines will spider the actual page content to look for consistent use of 
keywords throughout the text. Typically they will only scan the first paragraph (100-150 
words). These keywords should be consistent throughout your search elements: page title, 
metadata, and body text. 

4. ALT text ALT text ALT text ALT text ––––ALT text describes non-text elements (images, JavaScript, etc.) in words so 
automated devices such as search engine spiders can read the page. A site containing many 
images may look good, but it's not optimized to score high with search engines. Since search 
engines don't index images, they can't index all the information that your website has  

 

“We estim“We estim“We estim“We estimate that more ate that more ate that more ate that more 
than 100 million queries are than 100 million queries are than 100 million queries are than 100 million queries are 
entered at search engines entered at search engines entered at search engines entered at search engines 
worldwide every day.”worldwide every day.”worldwide every day.”worldwide every day.”    

-- ICONOPOLL: Search Engine
Optimization, survey conducted by

ICONOCAST, November 2000.
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in image format. ALT text solves this problem, and should always be added because it can 
positively influence keyword frequency and help achieve better rankings (not to mention 
making sites more accessible to individuals with disabilities using assistive devices). 

5. URL name URL name URL name URL name –––– The actual link name should include the same consistent keywords. 

6. Link popularityLink popularityLink popularityLink popularity -- An increasing number of search engines use link popularity as part of their 
ranking algorithm, but it’s not the only factor. Sites that are good resources tend to get 
linked. The logic behind this is, if other sites think you are worthy of being linked to, your 
site must have strong content. Submit your sites to other complementary sites. 

7. SearchSearchSearchSearch----engine Frieengine Frieengine Frieengine Friendly Content ndly Content ndly Content ndly Content – Search engine crawlers operate most effectively on static 
HTML pages. They have difficulty with Flash, frames, scripts, images, multimedia, etc. If your 
site uses these advanced technologies, you must consider ways to make sure the search 
engines can find them. 

 

Getting foundGetting foundGetting foundGetting found    
The most significant challenge for website owners is driving traffic to their site. Inclusion in search 
engine indexes can be a powerful method to drive targeted users to a website. Search engine 
submission refers to the act of getting your web site listed with search engines. Another term for this 
is search engine registration. Getting listed does not mean you will necessarily rank well for particular 
terms, however. It simply means the search engine knows your pages exist.  

There are three ways of getting found once you’ve optimized your site content: robots that 
automatically “crawl” your site, submitting your URLs to search engines, or paying for them to be 
included. Examples of paid inclusion programs are Yahoo!'s Express, LookSmart's Express Submit, 
Inktomi's Search Submit or Index Connect, AltaVista's Trusted Feed, and FAST's PartnerSite. The 
engines that don't use paid inclusion are Google, Open Directory Project (ODP), and Northern Light, 
although Google provides AdWords as paid placement. 

In the past, it has been a challenge for Web search databases to remain fresh, as they typically require 
one month (and often longer) to crawl the Web to find newly published pages. Website owners have 
expressed frustration in getting their content listed in search engines in an expedient manner. Often, 
once the content owners go through the effort of getting their content included in the search index, 
the listing does not reflect the site's current content.  

Getting rankedGetting rankedGetting rankedGetting ranked    
Site Ranking indicates the location within a search engine’s database that will, in turn, determine where 
an individual web page will show up when a user queries a particular topic. This is critical to any 
organization, especially those in the B2C market selling commodity goods and services, as most web 
users will not have the patience to go beyond the first results page, especially if they locate what they 
are looking for on the first page. Once a search engine has used a user’s search terms to gather "hits" 
from its database, it lists or "ranks" them in the results display by machine-predicted "relevance".  
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How are sites ranked?How are sites ranked?How are sites ranked?How are sites ranked?    
A search engine's content is its database, extracted from the 
Internet by search engine robots that crawl the Web and 
index sites, or from web directories, such as Yahoo!, that 
are indexed by human reviewers. The procedures and 
factors used to create this ranking are often kept secret, so 
understanding exactly why one site is ranked higher than 
another is often difficult. The most important thing to realize 
is that every search engine has a unique algorithm or ‘recipe’ 
for indexing and scoring web sites. Search engines attempt 
to give their visitors relevant results by constantly improving 
their formulas. They analyze page elements and other factors 
to determine what combination is best for most appropriate 
results. For example, take two search engines that use 
metatags and keyword frequency as the only factors. If the first one places 70 percent of weight on 
metatags and 30 percent on keyword frequency, and the other one does the opposite, the results will 
be completely different.  

Most, if not all, search engines use metadata in some form, whether it is as part of a site-ranking 
algorithm or for presentation purposes. By including Keywords and Description metatags in files, you 
can control how search engines index pages and how the query results are displayed. Most Web 
search engines use indexing agents to crawl through web pages and index the content. Unfortunately, 
search engines may limit the number of pages they index or may index pages web authors don’t want 
indexed. By providing HTML metatags, web authors can provide the exact description of the page 
rather than have the search engine extrapolate the description from the main text. Metatags are critical 
to any web presence in the same way the card catalog system is essential to a library.  

Within both of these areas (Ranking & Presentation) metadata is weighted differently among search 
engines. Page TitlesPage TitlesPage TitlesPage Titles are the most important site-ranking element to most search engines. Engines not 
using metatags do not penalize those who use metatags properly; so websites should always include 
them to cater to all the top engines. Title, Description, and Keywords are the most important 
metatags that all sites need to properly utilize in order to be 
highly ranked. 

Getting clickedGetting clickedGetting clickedGetting clicked    
Search Result Presentation is another critical aspect of 
external search. Presentation indicates how the actual search 
result is displayed to the end user. This is as critical as Site 
Ranking, since it is an organization’s only chance to entice a 
user to enter the site and potentially purchase from the 
company. Being first on the page isn't going to help, if people 
won’t click on the link.  

Without page descriptions, Without page descriptions, Without page descriptions, Without page descriptions, 
search engines have to search engines have to search engines have to search engines have to 
extrapolate or guess what extrapolate or guess what extrapolate or guess what extrapolate or guess what 
the description of the page the description of the page the description of the page the description of the page 
should be, which means you should be, which means you should be, which means you should be, which means you 
are relinquishing important are relinquishing important are relinquishing important are relinquishing important 
control of how your control of how your control of how your control of how your 
company is presented to end company is presented to end company is presented to end company is presented to end 
users.users.users.users.    

“Users almost never look “Users almost never look “Users almost never look “Users almost never look 
beyond thebeyond thebeyond thebeyond the second page  second page  second page  second page 
of search results.”of search results.”of search results.”of search results.”    

-- Jakob Nielsen, “Search:
Visible and Simple”, useit.com,

May 13, 2001.
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In this figure, a user searched for ‘Auto Insurance Quotes’. Notice that there were over 37 million over 37 million over 37 million over 37 million 
search resultssearch resultssearch resultssearch results found! These sites use proper search elements such as page title, description, and 
keyword metatags. The description metatag creates the brief summary of the web page under the URL. 
In this particular case, the organization has successfully used both Title and Description tags as it 
describes what the user will find at the site. If these tags were not used, search engines will have to 
extrapolate this information and the organization loses control. In most cases, if these tags are missing 
the search engine will determine the title and description from the first 100-200 words of the page, 
which in most cases will not represent what the page contains. 
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In this next figure, the first two sites didn’t use proper search elements, and ended up on the 20th 
search results page. It’s unclear what these sites are about. 
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How Watchfire solutions can help How Watchfire solutions can help How Watchfire solutions can help How Watchfire solutions can help     
Watchfire’s automated Website Management software automatically scans a site’s source files, 
provides an analysis of the content, and delivers reports on search elements required for optimized 
search. Once these search elements have been identified, Watchfire’s software automates the process 
of adding the elements. When the content has been optimized, the site can be properly spidered and 
indexed by search engines to provide users with more accurate results. 

Watchfire’s software reports on the following search elements: Pages with Missing Titles, Missing 
Keywords, Missing Descriptions, Missing ALT Attributes, and Duplicate Titles. The reports also identify 
areas of the website using unfriendly content such as Flash, frames, and server-side image maps, 
providing users the opportunity to address these issues to allow search engines to spider and index the 
content. The Website Architecture report identifies the URLs on your site, which you can then cross-
reference to verify they’ve been indexed by the search engines. The content integrity reports identify 
content that cannot be indexed because it’s missing or not functioning properly. 

Once these reports have been analyzed, the organization then uses the metadata management 
component of Watchfire’s software to automate and manage the process of applying search elements 
to all their existing and newly created HTML, PDF, and MS Office documents. Watchfire’s metadata 
component offers many features to automate the process of adding metadata, page titles, and ALT 
text. A patented ‘Extractor’ technology automatically scans, retrieves, and implements critical keyword 
metadata from all files (HTML, PDF, and MS Office) on a site. Search engines look to these keywords 
to determine where the document should be located in their indexes, and to determine which 
document gets delivered to the user querying the keyword search term. Keywords are difficult to 
develop for large quantities of pages due to the typical time-consuming and costly manual process. 
Watchfire technology automates this keyword application process. Usually, these search elements, 
such as metatags, have to be applied to a single file by opening the HTML code and entering the 
information. A spreadsheet-style UI enables organizations to apply tags to numerous files (hundreds) in 
seconds.  

Watchfire’s software can then be used on an ongoing basis to periodically scan a site and provide 
reports to assist the organization with including critical search elements on every new web page.  

Searchability ReportsSearchability ReportsSearchability ReportsSearchability Reports    
Watchfire’s automated Website Management software provides the following searchability reports: 

ReportReportReportReport    DescriptionDescriptionDescriptionDescription    Why this report is critical Why this report is critical Why this report is critical Why this report is critical     

Pages with 
Missing 
Keywords    

Lists all pages that do not contain 
keywords. Use the metadata module of 
Watchfire’s software to automate the 
process of adding keywords. 

Keyword metadata is an important source of 
information for a search engine index. The indexed 
information for a web page determines the relevance of 
a page to specific search terms, which in turn 
determines where the page is presented in the search 
results.    

Pages with 
Missing 
Titles 

Lists all pages that do not contain titles. 
Use the metadata module of Watchfire’s 
software to automate the process of adding 
titles. 

Missing titles can have a major impact on a web page’s 
search ranking and appearance in the search results. 
Title tags are used by external search engines and, in 
most cases, are heavily weighted when determining the 
relevancy of a document in a search.  
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ReportReportReportReport    DescriptionDescriptionDescriptionDescription    Why this report is critical Why this report is critical Why this report is critical Why this report is critical     

Pages with 
Missing 
Descriptions 

Lists all pages that do not contain 
descriptions. You can use the metadata 
module of Watchfire’s software to 
automate the process of adding missing 
descriptions. 

Description metadata is an important source of 
information for how a page is described in the search 
results. This description is the one chance to entice the 
user into your site. Without a description tag, you have 
no control over the description that a search engine 
presents to a user. 

Pages with 
Missing ALT 
Attributes 

Lists all pages containing images that are 
missing ALT attributes. You can use the 
metadata module of Watchfire’s 
software to automate the process of 
adding ALT attributes. 

ALT attributes describe non-text elements (images, 
JavaScript, etc.) in words, so assistive devices used by 
individuals with disabilities or users with personal device 
assistants (PDAs) can read the page. Some search engines 
use ALT attributes when they attempt to decipher the 
meaning of the web page, which affects the site’s ranking. 

Duplicate 
Titles 

Lists of all titles that are used by more 
than one page or document on the 
website. You can use the metadata 
module of Watchfire’s software to 
automate the process of deleting 
duplicate titles. 

Duplicate titles can have a major impact on a web page’s 
search ranking and appearance in the search results list. 
This applies to both internal and external search engines. 
Title tags are used by search engines and, in most cases, 
are heavily weighted when determining the relevancy of a 
document in a search. Accurate and unique title tags lead 
to better search results.  

Duplicate 
Keywords 

Lists all pages that contain duplicate 
keywords. Beneath each URL in the 
report is a list of keywords that are 
repeated within the keyword metatag of 
the page. You can use the metadata 
module of Watchfire’s software to 
automate the process of deleting 
duplicate keywords. 

Avoid using repeated keywords since search engines may 
consider this spamming. If a search engine determines that 
a site is spamming, the offending site may be removed 
from its index or directory.  
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ConclusionConclusionConclusionConclusion    
Information is power. Managing its searchability is a crucial, enterprise-wide activity because searchable 
information can help companies achieve unprecedented levels of control, insight, and competitive 
advantage. It’s a win-win situation all around. Customers win when they find information to help them 
make informed business or purchasing decisions. Employees win when they can do their jobs faster and 
easier and with fewer headaches. Employers win when customers buy their products and employee 
productivity skyrockets. Business partners win when collaborative projects meet deadlines because 
critical information is there when they need it. 

Search engine ranking is just one step in successfully managing your site. You need to ensure that once 
you get visitors to your site, they are successful. 

 

 

 

 

 

This white paper was brought to you by …This white paper was brought to you by …This white paper was brought to you by …This white paper was brought to you by …    
Founded in 1996, Watchfire’s (http://www.watchfire.com/) Website Management software and services 
help organizations optimize their ebusiness strategy execution. Our solutions address critical website 
issues that can affect visitor success, mitigate corporate risk, and also enhance web team effectiveness. 
Watchfire’s comprehensive automated testing, analysis, and reporting solutions can help detect and 
manage issues on even the largest and most complex sites. Our sophisticated reports put detailed, 
actionable information regarding content and interaction defects, searchability, accessibility, design 
effectiveness, privacy compliance, corporate standards compliance, and brand equity into the hands of 
the people who need it, when they need it. 

 

What’s next?What’s next?What’s next?What’s next?    
This is the sixth white paper in the Bad Things series. Look for a new paper every 4-6 weeks; you’ll 
automatically receive them because you are already registered. Each paper will be supported by an 
online Web seminar. Register for the corresponding seminar at 
http://www.badthingsshouldnothappen.com/. 

We’d love to hear your comments and feedback about this white paper and the Bad Things series as it 
continues to roll out. Please respond to goodwebsites@watchfire.com. 

http://www.watchfire.com/
http://www.badthingsshouldnothappen.com/
mailto:goodwebsites@watchfire.com
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